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Stimulated spin dynamics of polaritons in semiconductor microcavities
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Time-resolved polarization spectroscopy of polariton pair scattering in semiconductor microcavities enables
complete measurement of the polariton spin dynamics. In addition to spin-preserving interactions previously
reported, we observe two additional even stronger scattering processes, which mix polaritons of opposite spin.
Because of the polaritons’ bosonic character, this results in the stimulation of spin flips. Such mechanisms
should allow realization of spin-sensitive interferometers.
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The strong coupling of light to electronic transitions
semiconductors has recently become of great interest
cause of the additional interactions allowed. These inte
tions originate from the complete mixing of photons wi
hydrogenically bound electron-hole pairs, which produc
mixed quasiparticles called exciton polaritons with radica
different properties.1–3 In particular, pair scattering event
between the polaritons become possible, which can be
ploited for optical amplification, with gain per unit lengt
greater than in any other material.4,5 These polaritonic scat
tering interactions are so strong because they are stimula
in contrast to normal electronic scattering, which exhibit
fermionic saturation. This has allowed demonstration o
submicron optical parametric oscillator.6 Such interactions
can be described either through nonlinear wave mixings7,8 or
as the parametric scattering of pairs of electroni
quasiparticles.9 While stimulatedphonon-polaritonscatter-
ing has been observed in bulk samples,10 only the exciton
polaritons considered here are readily modified throu
sample design. Polaritons in these devices can condense
a ground state possessing macroscopicelectroniccoherence,
resembling a superfluid or atomic condensate.6 Since the po-
laritons possess well-defined spin, magnetic-field-sensi
interferometers based on these coherent spin states shou
feasible.3,11 However the crucial spin-dependent pair scatt
ing needed for such spintronics devices is not w
understood.12

In this paper we comprehensively analyze the polariza
dynamics of the light emitted from microcavity sample
which are resonantly pumped at a critical angle to the n
mal, in order to understand the underlying spin dynamics
the polaritons. In this regime, strong angular asymmetries
observed in the photoluminescence13–15 produced by para-
metric scattering between polaritons with different in-pla
momentum and energy. Strong nonlinearities in the emiss
are produced when this scattering is externally stimulated
seeding the final polariton state. This process has been sh
to provide extremely strong gain;106 cm21, building up
substantial polariton populations in the lowest-energy sta
which emit normally from the sample. In previous studie
parametric scattering was found to be strongest when
spin of the interacting quasiparticles was identical.4 Recent
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cw measurements conversely show that elliptically polariz
pumping produces stronger emission, however it remains
clear what processes can be involved.16 We show here that
additional parametric interactions can occur with a flip of t
spin. Because polaritons behave as bosons, this spin-flip
cess can bestimulatedby occupation of the final spin state
Our results access a previously unobserved regime of p
metric interactions in which polarization mode degenera
introduces a new degree of freedom based on the rela
phase of competing macroscopically coherent electro
states.

In order to track the spin dynamics of the parametric sc
tering mechanism we perform our measurements in a reg
that shows strong stimulated gain.4 Pulsed experiments allow
us to disentangle the different scattering processes, while
maining below threshold for parametric oscillation. A pum
pulse, incident at the critical angle of 16.5° injects polarito
at the point of inflection on the dispersion relation, and
normally incident probe pulse seeds polaritons with zero
plane momentum@Fig. 1~a!#. This seed is amplified by ove
two orders of magnitude, producing emerging beams at
~‘‘signal’’ ! and 35° ~‘‘idler’’ !. The incident pulses are de
rived from a 100-fs mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser and
separately spectrally filtered inside zero-dispersion gra
compressors in order to selectively excite the lower polari
branch. The polarization of each 3-ps pulse is set by tuna
wave plates and arranged to compensate Fresnel losses
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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sample surface. Throughout the measurements we keep
probe pulse right-circularly polarized~�!, seeding only
spin-up polaritons~⇑!. The spectral, temporal, and polariz
tion composition of the emitted light is analyzed as the pu
polarization is systematically varied from right to left circ
lar passing through intermediate states of elliptical, horiz
tal, and vertical polarization.This varies the ratio of spin-up
to spin-down polaritons injected by the pump, while keep
the total polariton density fixed. To keep track of the spin
states we use the Stokes parameters defining the vectorP on
the Poincare´ sphere

P15
I l2I ↔
I l1I ↔

, P25
I ↗2I ↘
I ↗1I ↘

, P35
I	2I�
I	1I�

, ~1!

where I l,↔,↗,↘ are the intensities of linear components
0°,90°,645° to the horizontal, andI�,	 are the circular
components. On the Poincare´ sphere the Stokes vector of th
injected pumpP moves around a meridian passing throu
horizontal and vertical polarizations@Fig. 1~b!, dashed#. In
order to keep track of how the polarization of the emitt
light evolves asP is varied, we perform three independe
measurements that correspond to the three orthogonal
of the Poincare´ sphere. By judicious settings ofl/2,l/4
plates and a polarizing beam splitter we thus extract the
nal (S) and idler (I ) Stokes vectors as a function of the rat
of injected spin-up to spin-down polaritons, which is set
the pumpellipticity componentP3.

FIG. 1. ~a! Dispersion relations of exciton, cavity photon, upp
and lower polaritons, showing the dominant pair scattering
pump polaritons.~b! Poincare´ sphere for representing polarization
right/left circular atP3561 and linear around the equator,P350.
In experiments, the pump follows the dashed meridian, while
signal emission follows the solid spiral.~c,d! Emitted signal for~c!
cocircular pump and probe, and~d! linear pump and circular probe
as a function of their time delay, polarization analyzed as specifi
16131
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If circularly polarized pulses are used, injecting polarito
of one specific spin, stimulated gain of the probe polarito
is seen only for cocircularly polarized pump and probe n
zero time delay@Fig. 1~c!#. In this case the emitted signal i
completely circularly polarized indicating the absence of s
nificant polariton spin flips within their 3 ps radiative life
time. However, when the pump pulse is horizontally pol
ized, which injects equal populations of spin-up and sp
down polaritons, the emitted signal is linearly polarized
45° @Fig. 1~d!#. Moreover, the gain is nearly twice as larg
for this configuration even though the density of polarito
with the same spin as the probe is halved. Despite the la
variation in gain magnitude in these two cases, the spee
response is very similar and the gain is maximized at
same~within 1 ps! pump-probe time delay@Figs. 1~c,d!#.

To explore this phenomenon in more detail, Fig. 2 plo
the intensity of each polarization component as a function
the pump ellipticityP3, which corresponds to the ratio o
spin-up to spin-down polaritons injected~termed thenet spin
injected!. The total gain is maximized for the linear pum
(P350), while to maximize emission from the spin-u
seeded polaritons requires an elliptical pump,P350.15@Fig.
2~a!#. Light also emerges from nonseeded spin-down pol

r

e

d.

FIG. 2. Emitted signal intensities decomposed into~a! circular,
~b! linear, and~c! linear diagonal, polarizations, as a function of th
ellipticity of the pump. The probe is right-circularly polarized. Th
inset in ~a! shows predictions from the model.
0-2
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tons: the intensity of this unexpected contribution can
even larger than that from the spin-up polaritons, and th
emissions are matched when the pump injects equal
populations. Examining the linear components@Figs. 2~b,c!#
shows that they rapidly oscillate in strength nearP3;0,
changing from near vertical to near horizontal with only
5% change in net spin population. As seen in Fig. 1~d!, the
emission is completely diagonally polarized atP350. This
graphically demonstrates the necessity of complete polar
tion analysis to resolve the true spin dynamics of the
namical processes. The simple description of spin-preser
parametric scattering completely fails to predict this lar
enhancement.

To summarize the polarization behavior, we plot the
spin of the signal polaritons, evidenced by the ellipticity
their emission,S3 @Fig. 3~a!#. The idler emission is 50 time
weaker than the signal emission due to exciton scatte
processes competing for these higher-energy polaritons,17 but
follows a similar trend. The steep gradient of Fig. 3~a! dem-
onstrates the delicate spin balance controlled by
pump—a small net spin in the pump polaritons create
much larger net spin in the signal polaritons.

Due to the stimulation process, the phase of each p
metrically scattering polariton is set by the phase of th
polaritons already in the final state. Thus the two sepa
spin populations of signal polaritons can have different m
roscopic phases,f⇑,⇓ . As well as theratio of spin popula-
tions in the signal, we track theirrelative phase, Df5f⇑
2f⇓ , which corresponds to the azimuthal orientation of t
emitted polarization ellipse,c5tan21(S2 /S1)5Df/2 @Fig.
3~b!#. The axis of the signal polarization ellipse twists ra
idly depending on the net spin injected into the syste
Df}S3. On the Poincare´ sphere, 2c is the longitude of the
Stokes vector, which rotates through more than two

FIG. 3. Signal emission as a function of pump ellipticity, d
composed into~a! ellipticity and ~b! azimuthal orientation of polar-
ization ellipse.
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revolutions as the majority spin passes from up (⇑) to down
(⇓). This dramatic contrast with the fixed pump azimuth
orientation is seen in the spiraling trajectory of the sign
Stokes vector@Fig. 1~c!#. We have confirmed that the com
plete set of these observations areindependentof the pump
power, strongly suggesting a fundamental origin in the m
croscopic interactions.

Our data implies that fresh processes occur when po
tons of both spins are simultaneously present in the sam
Because of the shape of the polariton dispersion relat
only two-particle scattering processes can satisfy energy
momentum, allowing us to restrict the interactions to th
order.17,9 The nonlinearity is driven by nonlocal dipole
dipole Coulomb interactions between colliding polarito
~which behave as interacting bosons at these densities!.18 Fo-
cusing discussion only on the dominant polariton spin po
lations at signal, idler, and pump wave vectors allows
composition of the basic parametric processes using
states~Fig. 4!. While the spin-preserving process~a! has
been seen,4 two previously unobserved processes are ide
fied: a cross-spin scattering~b! in which pump polaritons of
opposite spin collide and a stimulated spin flip~c! in which
elastic collisions between polaritons mutually flip their spi
at a rateenhancedby the occupation of the final spin state
Surprisingly, the cross-spin process~b! must be more than
twice as strong as~a!, in order to match the experimenta
observation of strongest gain for the linearly polarized pum
Otherwise it would always be favorable to concentrate
pump polaritons in the same spin state as the seeded po
tons. By similar reasoning, observation of strong emiss
from spin-down signal polaritons requires strong stimula
spin flips,~c!. The direct observation of these spin anomal
proves the dramatic influence of extra spin-cooperative p
metric processes.

Incorporating the parametric terms~a!–~c! from Fig. 4
into the previously derived model9 results in six equations
for the complex signal, idler, and pump fields,s, i , p,
driven by the injected fieldsf,

j ṡ⇑5dss⇑1ai⇑
†p⇑

21bi⇓
†p⇑p⇓1cs⇓~p⇓

†p⇑1 i ⇓
†i ⇑!1 f ⇑

seed,

j i̇ ⇑5d i i ⇑1as⇑
†p⇑

21bs⇓
†p⇑p⇓1ci⇓~p⇓

†p⇑1s⇓
†s⇑!,

j ṗ⇑5dpp⇑12ap⇑
†s⇑i ⇑1b~s⇑i ⇓1s⇓i ⇑!p⇓

†

1c~s⇑s⇓
†1 i ⇑i ⇓

†!p⇓1 f ⇑
pump ~2!

FIG. 4. Parametric scattering between pump, signal, and id
~a! spin preserving,~b! cross spin, and~c! spin flip. The probe seeds
the spin-up signal.
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along with the equivalents with reversed spin states. H
ds,i ,p5Dvs,i ,p1 j gs,i ,p contain the intensity-dependent d
tunings of the emission frequencies from the lower polari
branch,Dv, and the polariton decay ratesg ~and j 5A21).
Numerical solutions of this model successfully predict th
the largest gain results from linear pump polarizations, p
videdb;c;2a. This factor of 2 arises because for two co
liding spin-antiparallel polaritons, both a triplet (J52) and
singlet (J50) pathway are available.19 The stimulated spin-
flip scattering is thus indeedstronger than the spin-
preserving process.

Previous demonstrations of peculiar microcavity sp
properties using cw excitation have suggested that bie
tonic resonances are responsible.16 Although biexcitons are
seen in pulsed measurements on QWs,7,20 they are absent in
the low-density stimulated regime. Bound biexcitons are
likely to dominate because the depth of the polariton trap
k50 exceeds the biexciton binding energy and biexcito
involve exciton states out to very largek ~due to the small
Bohr radius!, while the parametric interactions remain loca
ized at very smallk. Indeed, our results are not strong
influenced by changing the detuning of the microcavity, s
gesting the lack of a resonant biexciton interaction. Howe
simple calculations of the spin-antiparallel exciton-excit
interaction ~which lead to coefficientsb,c) show that it
should be negligible19—this issue remains to be resolved.

This spin-sensitive parametric scattering reveals a
balance between theamplitude and phase of the spin-
antiparallel signal polariton populations. Although many a
pects of our observations are reproduced@Fig. 2~a!#, the
model still fails to account for the phase difference betwe
the two signal populations,Df. In particular although it pre-
dicts a rapid change in azimuthal orientation aroundP350,
it cannot produce a 45° linearly polarized signal from a ho
h,

ci.

m
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n
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zontal linear pump. However it does show that the ph
shift between spin-up and spin-down signal polaritons c
differ from the relative phase shift imposed on the pum
polaritons,S1ÞP150. In addition, experimentally the en
hancement due to the spin-flip parametric scattering is fo
only close to the linear pump condition, whereas the mo
predicts that this can exist over a wider range of pump
cularities. We suggest that additional spin-dependent en
shifts of the polariton states are responsible for t
discrepancy.19

The emergence of two populations of polaritons with
specific electronic phase differenceDf is reminiscent of Jo-
sephson coupling between two superconductors. Instea
condensates of Cooper pairs, cw-pumped semiconductor
crocavities ~at this critical angle! produce nonequilibrium
condensates composed of signal polaritons.6 The macro-
scopic phase of each condensate is set by a spontaneous
metry breaking and is not locked to the pump optical pha
A Josephson junction allows weak tunneling between t
condensates with a magnitude set by their phase differe
With the possibility of two different spin populations, whic
are linked by spin-flip parametric scattering, the microcav
system mirrors that of a Josephson junction. The possib
of an optical Josephson device is of general interest for
sensitive interferometric applications,3,11 and we are actively
investigating one of these. In addition, spin coherences
stimulated spin flips are of interest for developments
spintronics.
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